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Allrecipes Magazine
Allure
American History
American School Board Journal
Architectural Digest
Art in America
Artist's Magazine, The
Astronomy Magazine
Atlantic, The
Avengers
Better Homes & Gardens
Bon Appetit
Booklist and Book Links Combo Subscription
Car & Driver
Catster
Ceramics Monthly
ChemMatters
ChopChop (English and Spanish Editions)
Cobblestone (Discover American History)
Consumer Reports (With Buying Guide)
Cooks Illustrated
Dance Magazine
Deer & Deer Hunting
Dirt Bike
Discover
Dogster
Easy English News (US Edition)

Education Week
Educational Leadership
English Journal
Entrepreneur
Essence Magazine
Faces: People Places & Cultures
Food Network Magazine

Foresight Climate & Energy

The transition from fossil fuel to renewable energy is changing the World. Geopolitically and technologically, for consumers and businesses. Foresight Climate & Energy is the #1 publication dedicated to independent, in-depth journalism that will make you understand the essential challenges and solutions in the global energy transition.

Four Wheeler
Game & Fish Midwest
Game & Fish South
Game Informer
Girls' Life
Good Housekeeping
Guitar Player
HGTV Magazine
Highlights for Children

Multi-User / Multi-Site Available

The Economist has always existed to deliver more than the week’s news. Wherever they are in the world, our readers enjoy unrivalled analysis of the issues that lie behind the headlines – whether in politics, business, science and technology, or the arts. That is why over 6 million readers worldwide choose The Economist every week.

Build Your Title List and Request Your Quote Online

www.wtcox.com

Call WT Cox For Any Title Not Listed at 1-800-571-9554 or visit www.wtcox.com.

>Title information is subject to change per publisher discretion.)
J-14: Just for Teens

J-14 is a teen and pre-teen celebrity news and entertainments magazine featuring the latest gossip, photos and interviews with their favorite stars. Focusing on the celebrities they can most relate to, providing age-appropriate gossip, interviews and advice and quizzes about fashion, relationships, self-esteem and more.

New Moon Girls

Girls everywhere are harmed by pressures to change themselves to fit society's expectations. But inclusive, emotionally supportive media like New Moon Girls powerfully helps girls resist social pressures to conform by developing their confidence in creative self-expression. Ages 8 - 14.

Library Journal

As the most essential publication in the library field, Library Journal delivers groundbreaking features, news, technology and analysis, along with thousands of reviews of books, audio books, videos, databases, systems and software.

Multi-user / Multi-site Available

School Library Journal

School Library Journal is the premiere publication for librarians and information specialists working with children and teens. A source of award-winning features and news on literacy, best practices, technology, education policy, as well as 6000+ reviews published annually.

Multi-user / Multi-site Available
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SchoolArts Magazine

The first in art education since 1901, SchoolArts magazine is read by thousands of K-12 art educators monthly. Featuring ready-to-use classroom-tested lessons, advocacy support, interviews with contemporary artists, and so much more, SchoolArts is committed to providing excellence, advocacy, and professional support for art educators.

Science News
Scientific American
Scout Life
Sesi
Slam
Smithsonian Magazine
Soccer 360
Southern Living
Spine Labels
Sports Illustrated
Sports Illustrated For Kids
Taste of Home
Texas Monthly
Thrasher
Time Magazine
Travel & Leisure

US Weekly

Us Weekly is a pop culture and entertainment magazine that gives readers a unique perspective into the lives of celebrities and an inside look at Hollywood’s biggest stories. Each issue includes photos of favorite stars as well as interesting stories about what they’re like when the cameras are off.

USA Today Newspaper (Mon-Fri)
Vanity Fair
Vogue
Week, The
Wired
Women’s Health (Hearst)
Zoobooks

Experience Choice.
Where Extraordinary Service Happens.

To your library, WT Cox means COMMITMENT, QUICK RESPONSES and SOLUTIONS.

For over 48 years, WT Cox has been a trusted subscriptions agent to libraries.

WT Cox provides its customers with free online subscription tools and friendly customer service.

Isn’t it time you work with a company that KNOWS how to be a helping hand to your library?

- No Hassle Proposals
- Cost Effective Services
- Personalized Customer Service
- CoxNet - Easy Account Tools
- Simple Claiming
- Management Reports
- Additional Products

Contact us today for more information!

www.wtcox.com or (800) 571-9554